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Greek: A Comprehensive Grammar of the Modern Language has become firmly
established as the leading reference guide to modern Greek grammar. With its
detailed treatment of all grammatical structures, its analysis of the complexities of
the language and its particular attention to areas of confusion and difficulty, it is
the first truly comprehensive grammar of the language to be produced. It
provides a study of the real patterns of use in contemporary Greek This second
edition continues to focus on the Greek spoken and written by native speakers
today. Taking account of recent changes to the Greek language, this new edition
features: Significantly expanded material on many areas, including syntax and
phonology A new chapter on derivational morphology and other word formation
processes including compounding and acronym formation Examples drawn from
everyday spoken usage as well as official, journalistic and online discourse, such
as newspapers, blogs and discussion groups A significantly expanded index of
English terms and Greek words and a revised glossary of terms The Grammar
will be an essential reference source for the adult learner and user of Greek. It is
ideal for independent study and for use in schools, colleges, universities and
adult classes, up to an advanced level.
Outline of Classical Chinese Grammar is a comprehensive introduction to the
syntactical analysis of classical Chinese. Focusing on the language of the high
classical period, which ranges from the time of Confucius to the unification of the
empire by Qin in 221, the book pays particular attention to the Mencius, the
Lnyu, and, to a lesser extent, the Zuzhun texts. Outline of Classical Chinese
Grammar starts with a brief historical overview and a discussion of the relation
between the writing system and the phonology. This is followed by an outline of
overall principles of word order and sentence structure. The next sections deal
with the main sentence types nominal predicates, verbal predicates, and
numberical expressions, which constitute a special type of quasiverbal
predication. The final sections cover such topics as subordinate constitutents of
sentences, nondeclarative sentence types, and complex sentences.
Modern Irish: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference guide to
modern Irish grammar, providing a thorough overview of the language. Key
features include: highly systematic coverage of all levels of structure: sound
system, word formation, sentence construction and connection of sentences
authentic examples and English translations which provide an accessible insight
into the mechanics of the language an extensive index, numbered sections, crossreferences and summary charts which provide readers with easy access to the
information. Modern Irish: A Comprehensive Grammar is an essential reference
source for the learner and user of Irish. It is ideal for use in schools, colleges,
universities, and adult classes of all types.
Intermediate Chinese is intended for students who have some knowledge of the
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language. Each of the twenty five units deal with a particualr grammar point and
provide associated exercises. Features include: * clear, accessible format * many
useful language examples * jargon-free grammar explanations * ample drills and
exercises * full key to exercises All Mandarin Chinese entries are presented in
both pinyin romanization and Chinese characters, and are accompanied, in most
cases, by English translations to facilitate self-tuition in both written and spoken
Chinese. Intermediate Chinese reviews the principal elements introduced in
Basic Chinese and introduces more complicated structures. The two books form
a compendium of all the main features of Chinese syntax.
The Routledge Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics provides a comprehensive
introduction and essential reference work to cognitive linguistics. It encompasses
a wide range of perspectives and approaches, covering all the key areas of
cognitive linguistics and drawing on interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
research in pragmatics, discourse analysis, biolinguistics, ecolinguistics,
evolutionary linguistics, neuroscience, language pedagogy, and translation
studies. The forty-three chapters, written by international specialists in the field,
cover four major areas: • Basic theories and hypotheses, including cognitive
semantics, cognitive grammar, construction grammar, frame semantics, natural
semantic metalanguage, and word grammar; • Central topics, including
embodiment, image schemas, categorization, metaphor and metonymy,
construal, iconicity, motivation, constructionalization, intersubjectivity, grounding,
multimodality, cognitive pragmatics, cognitive poetics, humor, and linguistic
synaesthesia, among others; • Interfaces between cognitive linguistics and other
areas of linguistic study, including cultural linguistics, linguistic typology, figurative
language, signed languages, gesture, language acquisition and pedagogy,
translation studies, and digital lexicography; • New directions in cognitive
linguistics, demonstrating the relevance of the approach to social, diachronic,
neuroscientific, biological, ecological, multimodal, and quantitative studies. The
Routledge Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics is an indispensable resource for
undergraduate and postgraduate students, and for all researchers working in this
area.
Chinese: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference guide to Chinese
grammar which presents a fresh and accessible description of the language,
concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern Chinese. The volume is
organized to promote a thorough understanding of Chinese grammar. It offers a
stimulating analysis of the complexities of the language and provides full and
clear explanations. Throughout, the emphasis is on Chinese as used by presentday native speakers. An extensive index and numbered paragraphs provide
readers with easy access to the information they require. The new edition
features a revised and expanded chapter on prosody (Prosody and Syntax), as
well as four completely new chapters: • Morphology and Syntax (I) looks at
Chinese word formation • Morphology and Syntax (II) explores the interaction
between words, expressions and sentences • Intralingual Transpositions reviews
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the possible conversions between sentential constructions • Interlingual
Conversions examines the differences between Chinese and English. The
Grammar is an essential reference source for the adult learner and user of
Chinese. It is ideal for independent study and for use in schools, colleges,
universities and adult classes, up to an advanced level.
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
It is not entirely clear if modern Chinese is a monosyllabic or disyllabic language.
Although a disyllabic prosodic unit of some sort has long been considered by
many to be at play in Chinese grammar, the intuition is not always rigidly fleshed
out theoretically in the area of Chinese morphology. In this book, Shengli Feng
applies the theoretical model of prosodic morphology to Chinese morphology to
provide the theoretical clarity regarding how and why Mandarin Chinese words
are structured in a particular way. All of the facts generated by the system of
prosodic morphology in Chinese provide new perspectives for linguistic theory,
as well as insights for teaching Chinese and studying of Chinese poetic prosody.
A complete reference guide to modern Turkish grammar, this work presents a full and
accessible description of the language, concentrating on the real patterns of use.
Yufa! A Practical Guide to Mandarin Chinese Grammar takes a unique approach to explaining
the major topics of Mandarin Chinese grammar. The book is presented in two sections: the
core structures of Chinese grammar, and the practical use of the Chinese language. Key
features include: Chinese characters, pinyin and English translations Realistic scenarios to
provide you with an interesting context in which to learn grammar Varied and imaginative
exercises so you can review your progress easily. With straightforward descriptions, numerous
exercises, and examples that are rooted in realistic situations, the author shows you how
grammar is used in everyday life. This new second edition has been fully revised and updated
throughout and continues to be one of the clearest and most comprehensive pedagogical
grammars available.
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a book of exercises and language tasks for
all learners of Mandarin Chinese. Divided into two sections, the Workbook initially provides
exercises based on essential grammatical structures, and moves on to practice everyday
functions such as making introductions, apologizing and expressing needs. With an extensive
answer key at the back to enable students to check on their progress, main features include:
exercises at various levels of challenge for a broad range of learners cross-referencing to the
related Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar a comprehensive index to exercises
alphabetically arranged in terms of structures, functions, and key Chinese structure
vocabulary. This second edition also offers a revised and expanded selection of exercises
including new task-based exercises. Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is ideal
for all learners of Mandarin Chinese, from beginner to intermediate and advanced students. It
can be used both independently and alongside the Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar
(978-0-415-82714-0), which is also published by Routledge.
Cantonese: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference guide to Cantonese as
spoken by native speakers in Hong Kong. It presents a fresh and accessible description of the
language, concentrating on the real patterns of use in current Cantonese. This makes it the
ideal reference source for all learners and users of Cantonese, irrespective of level, in schools,
colleges, universities and adult classes of all types. Moreover, it will provide a lasting and
reliable resource for all fluent speakers of the language. The book is organized to promote a
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thorough understanding of Cantonese grammar. Arranged by both syntactic categories and
language functions, the Grammar provides an in-depth treatment of structures and pays
special attention to idiom and speech registers. Explanations are full, clear and free of jargon.
An extensive index, numbered paragraphs and generous use of headings and crossreferences provide readers with easy access to the information they require. Features include:
Comprehensive pronunciation section Full use of examples from films, advertising and
authentic conversations Cantonese-English parallels highlighted throughout the book All
examples given in characters as well as pinyin
Korean: A Comprehensive Grammar is a reference to Korean grammar, and presents a
thorough overview of the language, concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern
Korean. The book moves from the alphabet and pronunciation through morphology and word
classes to a detailed analysis of sentence structures and semantic features such as aspect,
tense, speech styles and negation. Updated and revised, this new edition includes lively
descriptions of Korean grammar, taking into account the latest research in Korean linguistics.
More lower-frequency grammar patterns have been added, and extra examples have been
included throughout the text. The unrivalled depth and range of this updated edition of Korean:
A Comprehensive Grammar makes it an essential reference source on the Korean language.
Amdo Tibetan: A Comprehensive Grammar Textbook is a rigorous one-year college-level
textbook for English speakers who wish to learn the Amdo dialect of the Tibetan language.
This comprehensive introduction to the language provides dialogues at the start of each new
lesson to illustrate the constructions covered in that lesson. Material from previous chapters is
recycled within these dialogues to reinforce learning as the lessons progress. Each chapter
unpacks the opening sample dialogue and provides an in-depth analysis and technical
explanations of the specific constructions presented. Cultural sections are also included in
each chapter, as well as a range of exercises and drills to reinforce learning and help students
internalize the new information. The book will be of particular interest to linguists and students
with some knowledge of either standard colloquial or literary Tibetan.
Acting Chinese is a year-long course that, together with the companion website, integrates
language learning with the acquisition of cultural knowledge, and treats culture as an integral
part of human behavior and communication. Using modern day examples of Chinese
discourse and behavioral culture, it trains students to perform in culturally appropriate fashion,
whilst developing a systematic awareness and knowledge about Chinese philosophy, values
and belief systems that will prepare them for further advanced study of Chinese language and
culture. Each lesson contains simulated real-life communication scenarios that aim to provide a
concrete opportunity to see how native speakers generally communicate or behave in social
situations. An essential guide for intermediate to advanced level second language learners,
Acting Chinese provides a unique and modern approach to the acquisition of both cultural
knowledge and language proficiency.
The Routledge Advanced Chinese Multimedia Course: Crossing Cultural Boundaries is an
innovative multimedia course for advanced students of Chinese. Written by a team of highly
experienced instructors, the book offers advanced learners the opportunity to consolidate their
knowledge of Chinese through a wide range of activities designed to build up both excellent
language skills and cultural literacy. Divided into four thematic units covering popular culture,
social change, cultural traditions, and politics and history, with each unit presenting three
individual lessons, the volume provides students with a structured course which efficiently
supports the transition from an intermediate to an advanced level. The many different texts
featured throughout the lessons present interesting and accurate information about
contemporary China and introduce students to useful vocabulary, speech patterns, and
idiosyncratic language usage. Key features include Lively and detailed discussions of
grammatical points and sentence patterns Engaging exercises for developing grammatical
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concepts and insight into the character writing system Systematic review of earlier material to
ensure consolidation of learning Coverage of diverse and culturally relevant topics such as
online dating, changing views of marriage, food culture, Confucianism and democracy in
China. Extensive cultural and historical notes providing background to the subjects presented
Complementary CDs to enhance listening skills. Free companion website
(http://duke.edu/web/chinesesoc/) offering a wealth of video content forming the basis of many
of the listening activities linked to topics within the book. Extensively revised and updated
throughout, this new edition includes new material and activities on synonyms and substantial
improvements to the "composition", "Focus on characters" and "Language practicum" sections.
The improved Instructor’s Resource Manual, which includes activity tips, additional exercises,
answer keys and the traditional character texts, is available at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415841337/
A Reference Grammar of Chinese is a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to the linguistic
structure of Chinese, covering all of the important linguistic features of the language and
incorporating insights gained from research in Chinese linguistics over the past thirty years.
With contributions from twenty-two leading Chinese linguists, this authoritative guide uses
large-scale corpora to provide authentic examples based on actual language use. The
accompanying online example databases ensure that a wide range of exemplars are readily
available and also allow for new usages to be updated. This design offers a new paradigm for
a reference grammar where generalizations can be cross-checked with additional examples
and also provide resources for both linguistic studies and language learning. Featuring
bilingual term lists, this reference grammar helps readers to access relevant literature in both
English and Chinese and is an invaluable reference for learners, teachers and researchers in
Chinese linguistics and language processing.
This new and extended edition of Chinese: An Essential Grammar is an up-to-date and
concise reference guide to modern Chinese (Mandarin) grammar. Refreshingly jargon-free, it
presents an accessible description of the language, focusing on the real patterns of use today.
This Grammar aims to serve as a reference source for the learner and user of Chinese,
irrespective of level, setting out the complexities of the language in short, readable sections. It
is ideal either for independent study or for students in schools, colleges, universities and adult
classes of all types. Features include: Three new chapters on speech habits, writing
conventions and new lexicalisation processes Chinese characters, as well as the pinyin
romanisation, alongside all examples Literal and colloquial translations into English to illustrate
language points Detailed contents list and index for easy access to information A glossary of
grammatical terms.
This reference grammar provides, for the first time, a description of the grammar of Mandarin
Chinese, the official spoken language of China and Taiwan, in functional terms, focusing on
the role and meanings of word-level and sentence-level structures in actual conversations.
This Grammar and Workbook is ideal for learners of Cantonese wishing to take their
knowledge of the language beyond the elementary level. Its twenty-eight units highlight the key
building blocks of sentence structure and comprise a structured introduction to essential
grammar points. Each unit also features exercises, focusing on the communicative language,
devised to perfect the students knowledge of these grammar points. Its clear presentation and
lack of jargon mean that it can be used in conjunction with a language course or for
independent study. It will also prove invaluable for revision and reference. Featuring an
introduction to the language, full key to exercises and a glossary of grammatical terms, the
Grammar and Workbook provides a firm foundation on which to build proficiency and
confidence in speaking, reading and writing Cantonese.
Basic Chinese introduces the essentials of Chinese syntax. Each of the 25 units deals with a
particular grammatical point and provides associated exercises. Features include: a clear,
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accessible format many useful language examples jargon-free explanations of grammar ample
drills and exercises a full key to exercises. All Chinese entries are presented in both Pinyin
romanization and Chinese characters, and are accompanied, in most cases, by English
translations to facilitate self-tuition as well as classroom teaching in both spoken and written
Chinese. Basic Chinese is designed for students new to the language. Together with its sister
volume, Intermediate Chinese, it forms a compendium of the essentials of Chinese syntax.
Finnish: A Comprehensive Grammar presents a fresh, accessible and thorough description of
the language, concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern Finnish. The book moves
from the sound system through morphology and word classes to a detailed analysis of
sentence structures and semantic features. Key features include: particular focus on examples
from spoken Finnish reflecting current usage, grammatic phenomena classified as common or
rare, appendices distinguishing base forms from final letter combinations, English-Finnish
contrasts highlighted throughout. This Comprehensive Grammar is an essential reference for
the intermediatre and advanced learner and user of Finnish.
Taiwanese Grammar: A Concise Reference is an unprecedented guide delivering clear,
straightforward explanations of Taiwanese grammar while offering insightful comparisons to
Mandarin. Designed to be both functional and accessible, the text makes searching for topics
quick and easy with fully cross-referenced entries and a comprehensive index. Topics covered
range broadly from parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc.) to grammatical topics (aspect,
negation, passive voice, etc.) to special topics (terms of address, pronunciation, time, etc.).
This text is ideal for self-study and enables students at all levels to learn Taiwanese by building
a solid foundation in grammar. Taiwanese (also known as Hokkien, Fookien, Amoy, Southern
Min, or Fukienese) along with its variants is spoken by over 40 million people worldwide and is
a member of the Chinese language family. Features of this text include: • Easy-to-use
reference guide with cross-referenced entries and a comprehensive index • 1000+ example
sentences using everyday vocabulary rendered in Taiwanese, Mandarin Chinese, and English
• Character script for Taiwanese in accordance with the official selection of Taiwanese
Characters by the Taiwanese Ministry of Education (2007) • Romanization provided for both
Taiwanese (Pe?h-?e-j?) and Mandarin Chinese (Hàny? P?ny?n) • In-depth guide to
pronunciation using English approximations and full explanations on rules for changing tones
(tone sandhi) Tags: Taiwanese, learn Taiwanese, learning Taiwanese, Taiwanese language,
Taiwanese grammar, Hokkien, learning Hokkien, Amoy, Southern Min, Fukienese, Fookien,
Min nan
Intermediate Cantonese is designed for learners who have achieved basic proficiency and
wish to progress to more complex language. Each of the 25 units combines clear, concise
grammar explanations with communicatively-oriented exercises to help build confidence and
fluency. * Suitable for independent learners and students on taught courses * Many authentic
examples from contemporary media, including films, advertising, songs and soap operas *
Clear distinction between colloquial and more formal speech registers * Teaches contemporary
Cantonese as spoken in Hong Kong Intermediate Cantonese and its sister volume, Basic
Cantonese, form a structured course of the essentials of Cantonese grammar.

The Routledge Handbook of Chinese Language Teaching defines Chinese language
teaching in a pedagogical, historical, and contemporary context. Throughout the
volume, teaching methods are discussed, including the traditional China-based
approach, and Western methods such as communicative teaching and the immersion
program. The Handbook also presents a pedagogical model covering pronunciation,
tones, characters, vocabulary, grammar, and the teaching of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. The remaining chapters explore topics of language assessment,
technology enhanced instruction, teaching materials and resources, Chinese for
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specific purposes, classroom implementation, social contexts of language teaching and
language teaching policies, and pragmatics and culture. Ideal for scholars and
researchers of Chinese language teaching, the Handbook will benefit educators and
teacher training programs. This is the first comprehensive volume exploring the growing
area of Chinese language pedagogy.
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar is an innovative reference guide to Mandarin
Chinese, combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single volume. Divided
into two sections closely linked by extensive cross-references, it covers: traditional
grammatical categories such as phrase order, nouns, verbs and specifiers language
functions and notions such as communication strategies, giving and seeking
information, expressing apologies, regrets and sympathies. With all grammar points
and functions richly illustrated with examples, and a strong emphasis on contemporary
usage, the main features of this Grammar include examples in simplified characters,
traditional characters, and romanization (Pinyin) as well as an emphasis on areas of
particular difficulty for learners of Mandarin Chinese. This is the ideal reference
grammar for learners of Mandarin Chinese at all levels, from elementary to advanced.
No prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary of
grammatical terms is provided. Featuring related exercises and activities, this Grammar
is accompanied by the Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook.
A History of the Chinese Language provides a comprehensive introduction to the
historical development of the Chinese language from its proto Sino-Tibetan roots in
prehistoric times to Modern Standard Chinese. Taking a highly accessible and
balanced approach, it presents a chronological survey of the various stages of Chinese
language development, covering crucial aspects such as phonology, syntax and
semantics. Features include: Coverage of the key historical stages in Chinese language
development, such as Old Chinese, Middle Chinese, Early Modern Chinese, Classical
Chinese and Modern Standard Chinese Treatment of core linguistic aspects of the
Chinese language including phonological changes, grammatical development, lexical
evolution, vernacular writing, Chinese characters and Modern Chinese dialects
Inclusion of many authentic Chinese legends and texts throughout the book, presented
through a rigorous framework of linguistic analysis to help students to build up strong
critical and evaluative skills and acquire valuable cultural knowledge Integration of
materials from different disciplines, such as archaeology, anthropology, history and
sociolinguistics, to highlight the cultural and social background of each period of the
language Helpful appendices to aid students with no prior knowledge of linguistics or
the Chinese language Companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/dong offering a
wealth of supplementary resources such as additional exercises, answer keys and
audio recordings of the sounds of Middle and Old Chinese. Written by a highly
experienced instructor, A History of the Chinese Language will be an essential resource
for beginning students of Chinese Language and Linguistics and for anyone interested
in the history and culture of China.
ChineseA Comprehensive GrammarRoutledge
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
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course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of
examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This Schaum's
Outline gives you: Practice problems with full explanations that reinforce knowledge
Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course field In-depth review of
practices and applications Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's
highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study
time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved.
The Routledge Intermediate Chinese Reader is a comprehensive reader designed to
provide varied, stimulating and up-to-date reading material for learners of Chinese at
the intermediate level. The Chinese Reader provides a bridge between basic literacy
skills and the ability to read full novels and newspapers in Chinese. It consists of forty
readings, graded on the basis of complexity of vocabulary, grammar and syntax. These
readings present a range of different text types representative of modern Chinese
popular writing which will inspire students to continue reading independently in
Chinese. It is ideal for learners who already possess a knowledge of essential grammar
and vocabulary and who wish to expand their knowledge of the language through
contextualized reading material. Key features include: Extracts from newspaper and
internet articles Vocabulary annotation next to the reading paragraphs for quick
reference Short grammar explanations of any complicated structures Comprehension
and discussion questions Notes on culture and idioms Lesson structure maps to aid
comprehension A companion website containing lesson audio and electronic
vocabulary flash cards Full glossary at the back and answer key for reading questions
Suitable for both class use and independent study, The Routledge Intermediate
Chinese Reader is an essential tool for facilitating vocabulary learning and increasing
reading proficiency.
Vietnamese: An Essential Grammar is a concise and user-friendly reference guide to
modern Vietnamese. It presents a fresh and accessible description of the language in
short, readable sections. Features include: Clear and up-to-date examples of modern
usage. Special attention to those points which often cause problems to Englishspeaking learners. Vietnamese / English comparisons and contrasts highlighted
throughout. The final section covers pronunciation, providing an introduction to the
syllable structure of Vietnamese, and highlighting common errors made by Englishspeaking learners. Accompanying audio tracks for this chapter are available at
www.routledge.com/9781138210707. Vietnamese: An Essential Grammar is ideal for
learners involved in independent study and for students in schools, colleges,
universities and adult classes of all types.
Ukrainian: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference guide to modern
Ukrainian grammar. The authors have consulted a great number of sources, in addition
to a wide range of native speakers. The result is the first true reference grammar of
Ukrainian to be published outside Ukraine, it will be the standard reference work for
years to come. The volume is organized to enable students of the language to find the
information they seek quickly and easily, and to promote a thorough understanding of
Ukrainian grammar. It presents the complexities of the language in a systematic and
user-friendly form. Features include * detailed tables in each chapter for easy reference
* numerous examples throughout * thorough descriptions of all parts of speech * list of
grammatical terms in English and Ukrainian * complete descriptions of the wordPage 8/11
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formational processes of Ukrainian * an overview of past and present changes in the
language * bibliography of works relating to Ukrainian * full index.

A detailed study of the words and word combinations used in modern Chinese,
this fascinating text uses a wealth of language examples and surpasses the
scope of a dictionary to reveal the systematic nature of vocabulary.
This new edition of Chinese: An Essential Grammar is an up-to-date and concise
reference guide to modern Chinese (Mandarin) grammar. Refreshingly jargon
free, it presents an accessible description of the language, focusing on the real
patterns of use today. This Grammar aims to serve as a reference source for the
learner and user of Chinese, irrespective of level, setting out the complexities of
the language in short, readable sections. Features include: A new chapter on
paragraph development Chinese characters, as well as the pinyin romanization,
alongside all examples Literal and colloquial translations in English to illustrate
language points detailed contents list and index for easy access to information A
glossary of grammatical terms It is ideal either for independent study or for
students in schools, colleges, universities and adult classes of all types.
Chinese: A Comprehensive Grammaris a complete reference guide to Chinese
grammar which presents a fresh and accessible description of the language,
concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern Chinese. The volume is
organized to promote a thorough understanding of Chinese grammar. It offers a
stimulating analysis of the complexities of the language and provides full and
clear explanations. Throughout, the emphasis is on Chinese as used by presentday native speakers. An extensive index and numbered paragraphs provide
readers with easy access to the information they require. The new edition
features a revised and expanded chapter on prosody (Prosody and Syntax), as
well as four completely new chapters: * Morphology and Syntax (I) looks at
Chinese word formation * Morphology and Syntax (II) explores the interaction
between words, expressions and sentences * Intralingual Transpositions reviews
the possible conversions between sentential constructions * Interlingual
Conversions examines the differences between Chinese and English. The
Grammaris an essential reference source for the adult learner and user of
Chinese. It is ideal for independent study and for use in schools, colleges,
universities and adult classes, up to an advanced level.
Modern Written Arabic is a complete reference guide to the grammar of modern
written Arabic. The Grammar presents an accessible and systematic description
of the language, focusing on real patterns of use in contemporary written Arabic,
from street signs to literature. Examples are drawn from authentic texts, both
literary and journalistic, published since 1990. This comprehensive work is an
invaluable resource for intermediate and advanced students of Arabic and
anyone interested in Arabic linguistics and the way modern written Arabic works.
Features include: comprehensive coverage of all parts of speech full crossreferencing authentic examples, given in Arabic script, transliteration and
translation a detailed index.
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"Japanese: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference guide to modern
Japanese grammar. Accessible and systematic, it explores the complexities of
the language thoroughly, filling many gaps left by other textbooks. Clear grammar
points are put in context using examples from a range of Japanese media. The
emphasis is firmly on contemporary Japanese as spoken and written by native
speakers. Key features of the book include: coverage of colloquial and standard
Japanese ; extensive cross-referencing ; detailed index of Japanese and English
terms ; up-to-date real examples of current usage ; greater emphasis on
structures that learners find particularly confusing ; glossary of linguistic terms.
Written by experts in their fields, Japanese: A Comprehensive Grammar will
prove a lasting and reliable resource for all learners of Japanese."--Publisher's
website.
Modern Chinese Grammar provides a comprehensive coverage of Chinese
grammar through the clause-pivot theory and the double triangle approach, first
proposed by Fuyi Xing in 1996. Translated into English for the first time, the book
is widely regarded by linguists as a seminal text, and ground-breaking in
linguistics research. The book contains discussion of the topics which are
essential to Chinese grammar, from words and phrases, to complex sentences
and sentence groups. It addresses such controversial issues as word class
identification, the distinction between words and phrases, and between clauses
and complex sentences. The book also shows, through a wealth of examples,
how the clause-pivot theory and the double triangle approach can be applied
productively in grammatical studies. Modern Chinese Grammar: A Clause-Pivot
Theoretical Approach is an essential purchase for researchers and graduate
students of Chinese grammar and syntax.
Chinese is a discourse-oriented language and the underlying mechanisms of the
language involve encoding and decoding so the language can be correctly
delivered and understood. To date, there has been a lack of consolidation at the
discourse level such that a reference framework for understanding the language
in a top-down fashion is still underdeveloped. The Routledge Handbook of
Chinese Discourse Analysis is the first to showcase the latest research in the
field of Chinese discourse analysis to consolidate existing findings, put the
language in both theoretical and socio-functional perspectives, offer guidance
and insights for further research and inspire innovative ideas for exploring the
Chinese language in the discourse domain. The book is aimed at both students
and scholars researching in the areas of Chinese linguistics and discourse
analysis.
Understanding the Chinese Language provides a vibrant and comprehensive
introduction to contemporary Chinese linguistics. Combining an accessible style
with an in-depth treatment of the topics at hand, it uses clear, full descriptions
and vivid, modern examples to systematically take students through the
phonology, vocabulary, grammar, discourse structures and pragmatics of modern
Chinese. No prior knowledge of Chinese or linguistics is required. Features
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include: Six detailed chapters covering the core linguistic aspects of the modern
Chinese language, such as words, content units, sentences, speech acts,
sentence-final particles and neologisms User-friendly comparisons and contrasts
between English and Chinese throughout the text, helping to clearly explain
important complexities and nuances of the Chinese language Clear, accessible
explanations and insightful analysis of topics and linguistic devices, supported by
many helpful examples, diagrams and tables Vivid and relevant examples drawn
from real-life contemporary sources such as internet news reports, social
networks like Sino Weibo, online forums and TV reality shows, offering
fascinating perspectives on modern Chinese media, culture and society
Pioneering coverage of Chinese new words and the social phenomena they
reveal Additional exercises and four supplementary chapters covering Chinese
syllables, idioms, discourse and culture available for free download at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415634885/ Written by a highly
experienced instructor, researcher and linguist, Understanding the Chinese
Language will be essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students
taking courses in Chinese linguistics. It will also be of interest to anyone
interested in learning more about Chinese language and culture.
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